From: Justin Davis  
Sent: July-21-17 10:52 PM  
To: Chair of Metrolinx  
Subject: Ttc&presto  

Dear Metrolinx board:
Please convince the TTC to keep a presto gate at st.clair west station heath entrance open indefinitely until tokens aren't being sold In 2018 and during all subway service hours from open to close Monday-Sunday. Since the TTC is refusing to leave a gate open at st.clair west Heath street entrance after September despite the fact that tokens are still sold and able to be bought. It needs to remain open so that token users can access the TTC.  

*The ttc trying to force riders onto presto cards is unfair.*

Not all riders want to have a presto card. Not everyone likes the presto card or the European style of presto card it's too European styled.

The $6.00 fee to get a presto card needs to be eliminated for TTC riders can you also please convince the ttc and metrolinx to eliminate the $6.00 fee to get a presto card.

There's no $6.00 fee to get TTC tokens, metropasses, Starbucks cards, Tim Hortons cards, iTunes cards, library cards, and hotel key cards.  

*That $6.00 fee is the price of 2 TTC single trips so getting a presto card is a disadvantage for TTC riders. As ttc riders we are then out 2 ttc single trips as of the $6.00 fee which could have used to take a subway or bus.*

Can you the metrolinx board can you please convince the TTC and presto to have two presto cards:
1. A monthly printed TTC presto card with the month and year printed on the card itself that's visible that TTC riders can buy monthly
2. A regular presto card for riders that want to use it in place of tokens. $6.00 fee needs to be eliminated.

Monthly printed passes were not and are not broken. The TTC and presto and metrolinx needs to have a monthly printed pass with the month and year printed visible on the presto card that can be bought monthly and a regular presto card.

Sincerely, Justin Davis